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Abstract

Following the inception of blockchain in 2008, we have seen numbers of adoptions of this 
unique new tech tool in crypto currencies, in authentication and even with a project trying 
to create a new religion. The advent of digital technology has reshaped virtually everything 
touching the simplest of things and revolutionizing cumbersome process for more swift and 
straightforward options. 

There have been complete disruptions of industry by digital alternatives. As we progress, 
the core premise of digitization as an enabler remains. But with blockchain, the key lies in 
democratization of the use of tech to further humanity.  Humans using tech without 
barriers and without bureaucracy is the need of the hour. 

We seek to use this premise on the blockchain through tokenization to create a utilitarian 
system where anyone can partake in the income of a piece of real estate anywhere, and by 
transacting with this token, they help fund the ultimate global cause of providing a roof 
over everyone’s head. 

We seek to contribute our innovation to this digital revolution by creating a global, 
transparent and equitable platform to solve liquidity events for real estate equity holders, 
creating an alternative to finance from traditional banks and lending platforms. We, 
therefore, seek to leverage blockchain technology by creating a limitless equity platform –
anyone can sell,  anyone can buy, and anyone can earn.

We are creating a global real estate ownership and income system that is highly secured, 
risk-hedged, and captures every person's needs. By transacting our real estate token, we 
hope to create a democratic global real estate fund solely for the purpose of making the 
world a better place by solving housing inequalities.



CEO’s Message

There are tokens, and then there’s REALTOKEN. 

We have thought long and hard about our raison d’être. Not just another token, but a token 
pegged to something tangible. A token when traded, makes a positive difference to the 
world. With those two ideas, we set out creating the ultimate utility. 

Real Estate was our tangible “thing”. We are creating an asset pool, the value of which will 
peg the base value of the token. Obviously returns from that asset pool will go towards 
rewarding our token holders, but the aim here is to create a sustainable model of 
tokenisation. The more tokens we mint and sell, the more income yielding real estate can 
be bought. Making this vision one that is infinite almost. Perhaps we would buy income 
yielding metaverse real estate. All these decisions will be taken by the best board of 
advisors, champions in their field, and by following every local law in every local jurisdiction 
we buy property in. Clean. Transparent. Income Yielding.

Giving back to society and making the world a better place is the overarching plan. For 
every token traded, there will be a portion of the transaction that will go towards creating a 
sustainable development fund. Eventually we want this fund to be managed by YOU, the 
community through a DAO, and we will get to it. The more you transact, the more 
REALTOKEN fees are generated. This is kept secure in a separate wallet – untouched by 
anyone, except when needed for a special low-income housing development, or 
redeveloping a tsunami hit project, or just creating a roof over people’s heads where there is 
no hope. The utility goes beyond commerce, and we aim to do social good.

Welcome onboard! Welcome to REALTOKEN! We hope you enjoy this crazy ride with us. 



REALTOKEN

Following the United Nation’s Sustainable Development plan with 17 interlinked goals that 
include solving the world housing problem and related problems, we intend to enhance the 
global effort in achieving a sustainable housing system for all. Our system is an agent of 
change that does not focus on taking from the owners for the less privileged but seeks to 
leverage on a system capable of protecting the interest of both parties without necessarily 
sacrificing one for another. 

The social utility is to provide everyone with a roof over his head. However, in order to 
achieve this, we propose to create a transparent and seemingly endless system to tap into 
global real estate’s vast income stream with an impressive and carefully designed plan that 
is financially feasible for everyone. 

REALTOKEN will tokenize real estate ownership for Social Good. We seek to become a 
leading driver and agent of growth globally. We aim big, knowing that we are needed 
everywhere. 

REALTOKEN is real estate company sponsored Utility Token built on the stable ERC-20 
platform.

The REALTOKEN system tokenizes owned income-yielding real estate. Asset owners 
receive REALTOKENS that are proportional to the property's value, when that property is 
“sold” to the company behind REALTOKEN. The properties are then managed to eek out 
maximum yield by the best real estate professionals in the world. 

By “transferring” a property to the company, our system rewards the owner with tradeable 
tokens of equitable value. Retail and asset contributor token holders can sell or stake those 
tokens based on their capital requirement. Staked tokens earn a yield from the underlying 
property to the holder. The REALTOKEN and the interest can be swapped for other crypto 
currencies or Fiat currencies in the marketplace or on exchanges. 

We are a global play knowing that we are needed in different parts of the world. We are not 
leaving any part untouched; hence, we provide a system that captures the need of house 
owners, investors, and the less privileged.

REALTOKEN will set up a DAO managed sustainable living and housing fund that will be 
funded through part of the transaction fees on the platform. 



Value Proposition

Our raison d’etre is to solve global housing inequalities. But we are doing so in a social 
capital manner.  

The world of real estate is essentially built on value. Value is derived from investing in, 
maximizing yield and eventually exiting the property. 

The digital token system of REALTOKEN supports this world of real estate while bringing 
the offline world of real estate online, by issuing digital currency that fundamentally is 
pegged to real estate in different parts of the world. Our technology is taking charge of the 
future and is capable of doing more than expected. 

System sustenance depends entirely on its ability to give value, enhance innovation and 
serve its users better. REALTOKEN is built on this value belief. By capturing different 
spheres of life and individuals, we create a system with sufficient value.

Value Overview

REALTOKEN serves three different people: The investors, the Real Estate Owners, and the 
Rest of the World battling with housing problem. All three are served through a system that 
actively manage assets to enhance yield and relies on the expertise of best-in-class 
professionals globally. 

Value to the Investor

Connecting the offline world of real estate with an online tokenized staking system

Investing in real estate has always been cumbersome. Asset ownership and the income 
derived from assets are two components of real estate that can be mutually exclusive. 
REITS, Real Estate Funds etc are created by professionals to manage and derive maximum 
value of that real estate. Our model simply brings that to the tokenized world, where 
creation of value is of paramount importance. 



Value Proposition

Our system is easy to use and straightforward for investors. Investors can see transparently 
what real estate the investment professionals are investing in to, what returns they are 
expected to yield and what the benefit to the token holder will be. By pegging the base 
price of the token to the invested real estate, there is always a floor price to that token. 

Income derived offline from real estate will be distributed online to token holders. Hassles 
of ownership across multiple jurisdictions and asset management will be left to the offline 
management team.

REALTOKEN features a fair income distribution scheme that ensures distributable and 
impressive returns on staked tokens. 

A democratic investment platform for a wide number of people

While investing in the real estate sector has always required a lot of money, we seek to 
create an exception. Through our tokenized system, investors who subscribe to the coin 
offerings of treasury tokens are directly pegged to the pool of real estate acquired through 
those monies. The token platform is owned by the asset ownership company. A person 
investing in the tokens has rights by the smart contracts to the beneficial income of the real 
estate. 

The real estate in owned by the asset ownership company that does not seek to 
disintermediate any local laws. Every law in every jurisdiction that the physical asset is held 
will be adhered to. Compliance will be thorough.

By tokenizing, the investor invests in the pool of real estate. Risks are spread and asset 
pools widened and globalized.  You invest in the system. The income of the system rewards 
you fairly.

Investment can be made with capital, tokens, or shares; this creates a system that does not 
restrict investors to one participation method. 



Value Proposition

As we progress, models of ownership where partial liquidity instances to property owners 
may be created, thereby allowing asset owners to continue to have a direct interest in a 
specific asset, while allowing the platforms investors the upside of its yield. However, we 
intend not to restrict participation in our system and larger contributors and investors will 
be rewarded accordingly

Swift and decentralized system that features unhindered exchange

REALTOKEN tokens can be easily exchanged for real money in DeFi marketplaces through 
wallets. As the DeFi market matures, investors can be more secure in their investment on 
the blockchain. Decentralization ensures that your money is not kept under a single 
authority; rather, it is kept across a network of nodes that verifies contracts and guards 
against cyber manipulation and alterations. It is a system that gives you the money when 
you need it. 

Value for real estate owners

We are a Global Real estate exchange 

Our mission will be complete when every piece of real estate is tokenized and monetized. 
We are not leaving any part behind as we are set to achieve from different parts of the 
world. 

The real estate owners are a big part of our system. As such, we present them with unique 
opportunities. With the ability to exchange properties for REALTOKENs globally, we ensure 
that everyone can participate and benefit from the system

Asset owners who have exchanged their properties for tokens have the same rights to 
staking as our retail investors. They can decide to exchange their tokens or participate in 
our staking program with a high return.  



Value Proposition

Value to the world 

Sustainable housing system for all

The United Nations is set to create a sustainable ecosystem for all. We want to contribute 
our own quota to this vision. Our mission is set on assisting in eradicating the housing 
problem globally. And we can do with the REALTOKEN ecosystem. 

1 percent of every transaction on the platform will be set aside in a special purpose vehicle 
registered as a global charity. These funds will eventually be managed by a DAO, and the 
community of token holders will be empowered to take decisions on which projects have 
the most impact to alleviating global housing inequalities. 



Token Protocol Visualised
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Tokenomics
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Tokenomics Explained

REALTOKEN is set to launch with a total of 1,000,000,000,000.00 tokens at inception. 
However, these tokens are not available on Day 1. 

As a long-term play, the tokenomics hinges on multiple capital raises over time, unlocking 
Treasury tokens over a period of time to fund the growth of the REALTOKEN real estate 
acquisition platform.

Locked Tokens

The first step towards a sustainable business model is to lock and vest tokens over a period 
of time. A maximum of 94% of the tokens shall be locked.. This will mitigate any risk of a 
rug pull, and REALTOKEN wants to a sustainable platform for the long term. This cuts down 
the chance of oversupply of tokens. With this step in place, our investors can expect a 
reasonable guarantee and high ROI on investment. 

Out of the 94% of the tokens, 72% are allocated towards the treasury operations of the 
business. Follow on Token Offerings are further described in this document. 

Private Placement

The pre-launch Private Placement is for 2% of the tokens amounting to a maximum 
availability of 20,000,000,000 tokens priced at par. The proceeds of these funds will be to 
create a liquidity pool, community building and onboard a core full-time team to bring 
REALTOKEN to the exchanges.

Tokens sold in the Private Placement will be locked and vested over a period of time to 
ensure the platforms sustainability and long term stability.



Tokenomics Explained

Community Drops

In order to build a community, REALTOKEN is allocating upto 1% of the total mint towards 
drops to influencers, first believers and real estate specialists. Apart from building out a 
community of token buyers, this community drop will incentivize real estate brokers, 
valuers, consultants and owners to adopt REALTOKEN. This drop will happen over a period 
of time in tranches as the community builds. These tokens are immediately vested to the 
community holders.

Initial Coin Offering

REALTOKEN will be launched on centralized exchanges (like KuCoin, Bitmart, Kuber, 
Kraken or even Binance) with an Initial Coin Offering upto 5% of the tokens outstanding. 
Tokens amount to 50,000,000,000 will be offered via a token offering to retail offering. As 
with the Private Placement, 50% of the ICO will go directly towards increasing the Liquidity 
Pool, and 10% will be allocated towards seeing the Sustainability Development Fund.

Follow-on Coin Offerings

As per the business plan of the Real Estate Ownership practice, there will be periodic Coin 
Offerings called FCO’s from the Treasury Pool. These will be unlocked over time and placed 
to large funds, used towards acquisitions or sold via the exchanges to retail investors. 

The purpose of the FCO’s is to continue to raise liquidity for the real estate acquisition 
platform, thereby increasing yields and returns for our token holders.

Follow-on Coin Offerings will be announced, pre-ordained, and existing holders will be able 
to participate in these offerings in an equitable manner. While raising a continuous supply 
of capital to acquire real estate is the purpose of the company, REALTOKEN will continue to 
seek to offer its holders rewards through offerings as well. 



Tokenomics Explained

Team

20% of the tokens will be locked towards the long-tail of real estate professionals needed 
along the value chain and in creating and incentivizing the token team, both offline and 
online.

Tokenomics Semantics

REALTOKEN is attempting to create a transparent social capitalist ecosystem where fair 
transaction fees will be charged in order to create a self-sustaining business and a self-
sustaining fund in perpetuity.

A transaction fee of 5% will be imposed on every trade. The purpose of fee is multifold:

• Platform Fees – All platforms charge a fee. 2% of transaction taxes will be allocated 
towards playing platform fees that will be incurred

• Liquidity Pool – In order to create a self propelling and ever-expanding pool of capital, 
where trades can happen seamlessly and the quantum can grow, we are allocating 1% of 
transaction fees towards the liquidity pool. The more the trades, the larger the pool. The 
larger the pool, the larger the transaction volume and size.

• Management Fees – Unlike traditional funds, we don’t charge on capital raised, but on 
transacted volume. As the team will be ever expanding, so much the compensatory pool 
of capital. The team will be paid out in REALTOKEN with clearly defined goals aligned to 
the mission of the platform. 1% of the transaction fees are being allocated towards 
employee costs.

• Sustainability Fund – Infinitely expandable pool of capital for social good is the end goal 
and utility of this project. 1% of the transaction fees are being set aside and will 
eventually be managed by a DAO. The more the transactions, the more the fees, the 
larger the contribution to the fund, and the more lives that can be positively impacted.



Sustainability Fund as a UTILITY

Solving global housing inequity, rebuilding cities, financing a roof over everyone’s head. 
These are just some of the outrageously lofty goals we have set for ourselves and propose 
to do this with the Sustainability Fund. 

The fund will be seeded by the preliminary token offering, but will continuously be funded 
and topped up by the transaction fees earned from the platform. 

Aligning with the United Nations Sustainable Development goals, especially No.10 & 11, the 
platform wishes to partner with and ensure  a perpetual supply of capital towards the 
ultimate mission. This will be a DAO managed fund, that will work actively with the United 
Nations in solving some of the biggest crisis across geographies.



Sustainability Fund as a UTILITY

Giving Back is an integral part of societal interaction has to be included in EVERY 
sustainable business model. Societies thrive when corporations create wealth that is 
eventually distributed in a sustainable manner without prejudice and discrimination.

Cryptocurrency has the power to change the charity ecosystem and improve upon the 
traditional FIAT system. Cryptocurrencies by nature can be traded by anyone, anywhere. 
Therefore giving back too can happen to any cause, anywhere. 

Cryptocurrencies provide a blockchain-ledger based network which is public and 
transparent, coupled with its swift and effectivity, leading to more cost-effective payment 
systems for charities away from intermediary oversight and intervention. Similar to any 
expanded market, charities need to tap into holders of fiat, gold, cryptocurrency, or any 
other form of assets that would reflect positively on donations. This is why it is critical for 
widespread adoption of cryptocurrencies by charities to ensure the introduction of a ~2 Tn 
USD market cap asset type into the scope of possible donations sources.

Security is a key differentiator to ensure the security of funds being transferred. 
Cryptocurrencies are become more secure by the day and provide the necessary 
infrastructure to ensure secure storage and efficient dispute resolution.

By creating a sustainable model, where token holders are rewarded through heightened 
trade, and a fund is created through those transaction fees, REALTOKEN will expand the 
donor base towards these causes that can cause mass disruption in the global charity 
marketplace.
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Roadmap Explained

Post minting of REALTOKEN, the company will launch its Private Placement Offering

The use of funds for the Private Placement Offering are 

• Creating of Legal Entities

• Creation of Liquidity Pool

• Creating Communities, Marketing

• Funding the listing on a minimum of two exchanges

• Funding operations & tech teams offline

The Private Placement Offering is the cornerstone to the development plan, and 
encompasses 2% of the total outstanding tokens of the company, raising the equivalent of 
$2m 

Once we are ready to list this, we will be ready for global token launch via an Initial Coin
Offerings

The proceeds of the ICO will be used achieving 3 specific goals:

• Increasing liquidity pool

• Seeding the Sustainability Development Fund

• Acquiring assets to kick-start the real estate peg

Post the public launch on the exchanges, we will follow an annual business plan for the 
FCO’s, asset acquistions, and further raises.



Project Innovation

We have performed rigorous market and structural research on global real estate and 
understand that no competitors offer the same innovation. The gap we seek to bridge is 
unique. Our software development team comprises top-notch professionals who built the 
web platform and an app. The platform will have a straightforward interface to help layman 
users and strive to make it sophisticated enough for institutional investors. 

We understand the impact of our vision, and we are doing everything possible to ensure 
that we achieve the best result. With several system innovations like the fractional interest 
scheme, we intend to reach the entire globe. This is promising enough to help fulfill our 
dream and create a better and equal world for all. 

Global real estate is generally unfair to some people. Here is why there is a need to ensure 
sustainability and give everyone an equal chance. Housing is an essential need of man and 
cannot be replaced or neglected. Fortunately, we are presenting a new innovation everyone 
can enjoy opportunities in the real estate sector 

With a decentralized system for all, we are looking to achieve a system that transcends cash 
transactions in banks but allows investors and owners to enjoy the swift and global 
exchange. 

Tokens are pegged to real estate to ensure stability and enhance growth. The real estate 
market is low-risk and has a high chance of asset appreciation; REALTOKEN holders can 
enjoy impressive guarantees on staking. Our system can also enjoy a large capital pool.

Transcending border barriers and becoming readily tradeable, the REALTOKEN will evolve 
global real estate to provide a system not restricted by central banking regulation, yet 
follow every local law towards ownership and revenue maximization of its portfolio.



Board of Advisors

Mr. A

He is a founder of REALTOKEN and an entrepreneur with experience in several fields, 
including hotels, restaurants, real estate, and travel tech startups. Alpha B’s raison d’etre is 
in simplifying complex problems – and tokenization of global real estate in a simple manner 
is a challenge he has accepted

Mr. B

Mr. B is the founder of the largest private bank in Dubai, and a renowned investor in large 
crypto and blockchain startups. He is affectionately called Supreme Leader by his banker 
peers, as he is able to structure complex deals with ease and simplicity.

Mr. C

Mr C is the first person to share and believe in the mission and world that REALTOKEN is 
capable of creating. Mr C is a professional fundraising expert with years of experience in 
technology, Blockchain financing for major investment banks. He is also an early investor in 
several crypto and blockchain projects. 

L. Eagle

L. Eagle is a REALTOKEN legal partner with incredible experience advising Fortune 500 
businesses in several spaces, including making business decisions, expanding growth, and 
identifying cross-border legal requirements and restrictions.

(*This is what we are called in house! Upon Private Placement, the team will be public)



Conclusion

REALTOKEN will increase trust and transparency in transactions regarding asset value to 
increase trust in our ecosystem. Properties will be exchanged for tokens, making every 
home real estate owner a big part of our ecosystem. 

The REALTOKEN engine is simple to comprehend and has solved a complex problem.

• Tokens are sold on an exchange to generate liquidity to buy real estate

• Token are traded on an exchange

• Fees are charged per trade

• Part of those fees go towards creating a sustainability development fund

• The more the trades, the higher the fees, the larger the fund

• The larger the fund, the greater the positive impact of REALTOKEN on the world

….. And the cycle continues

We are a forward-looking team with impressive expertise. We have the right people in 
charge of the operation, technology, partnerships and legal structures. We are looking at 
creating an equitable world for all and our team shares this vision from the get-go. 

The core ethos is to use capitalist methods to create social good. Returns will exist. 
Transparency will exist. But while creating returns in a transparent manner, we believe  we 
can make the world a better place.



REALTOKEN
The REALTOKEN Company LLC

www.realtoken.info


